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government drops to a net subsidy of about

Figure 1: Total tax liability, with employee and employer FICA contribution

$1,130 by 2004. This is primarily due to the
large increase in the EITC in the early 1990s.
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The tax paid by the low-income unmarried

Source: authors’ calculations
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Figure 2: Non-income and payroll tax liability as a % of total tax liability
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in total taxes. (The chart omits the total
Figure 3: Marginal tax rate

tax paid by the single mother with two
children, since that tax is now negative.) For
the hypothetical married couple with two
children, the share of non-income taxes rose

Single mother with two children



dramatically from 23 percent in 1979 to 65
percent by 2004. No such change is evident



for the adult without children, whose share



of non-income taxes was 20 percent in 1979


and 25 percent in 2004.



One explanation for this paern may be
that concerns about the income taxation
of the poor received wide aention in





Congress but not in state legislatures.

                     

Issues of fairness are more visible for taxes
whose incidence is readily observable, but
not for taxes – such as sales taxes – with

Married couple with two children

less-obvious distributional eﬀects. Another
explanation is that states, which levy most
of the non-income taxes, tend to be less
redistributive than the federal government.

Increase over time in marginal
tax rates for families at moderate
income levels
While overall taxes paid have declined
notably for families with children, the











expansion of the EIC since the early 1990s

                       

required a higher phase out rate to oﬀset
the higher beneﬁts to families with incomes
between about $10,000 and $15,000. As a
result, relatively high marginal tax rates

Unmarried adult with no dependents


apply to families with children with incomes
between about $15,000 and $30,000. So while



average tax rates have declined for all low-



income families, marginal tax rates have, in



some income ranges, increased.
Figure 3 presents marginal tax rates for




the three hypothetical households in 1980



and 2004, when federal income taxes, the



employee and employer share of FICA taxes,



                       

and food stamps and AFDC/TANF beneﬁts
for the single mother family (and their
relevant phase outs) are included.

(continued)
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As the ﬁgure shows, marginal tax rates

kept pace, and the overall tax system has

have varied enormously over time. At the

not increased in progressivity as much as

lowest income levels, marginal rates have

one would think if one focused solely on the

decreased tremendously as the EIC phase

income tax.

in rate has become more negative. The
marginal tax rate for the single mother

They call for further research, and note

family at the lowest income level fell from

two cautions about their ﬁndings. First,

2 percent to -23 percent between 1980 and

they point out that direct measures of taxes

2004.

paid may be poorly correlated with the
actual incidence of the tax. If wages and

At low to moderate levels of income,

prices shi because of taxes, the cost (or

however, families have seen their average

‘incidence’) of the tax may shi to others

tax rates decrease but their marginal tax

than those who appear to directly pay the

rates increase, as a result of the higher EIC

tax. Second, this study made no eﬀort to

phase out rate. For example, at $25,000 of

aribute the corporate income tax to low-

income, the marginal tax rate for the family

income individuals, although increasing tax

of four was 29 percent in 1980 but 43 percent

competition over time may have lead to this

in 2004.

tax increasingly being borne by workers.
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